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COACHING OTHERS 
 

Core Qualities of Coaching 
Learning happens through doing and through coaching relationships. The kind of coaching we’ll focus on has 

several key traits: 

 

1. Action. We learn best by doing, by practicing a particular skill. That’s why practices are an almost daily 

event for most athletes. In Luke 10, Jesus, the master coach, sends out the 72 disciples in pairs to practice 

preaching about the kingdom of God. And they return rejoicing, having witnessed powerful 

breakthroughs. 

2. Commitment. When we have a specific goal in mind, we’re much more focused on getting better. It’s like 

in 1 Corinthians 9:27, where the Apostle Paul declares: “No, I strike a blow to my body and make it my 

slave so that after I have preached to others, I myself will not be disqualified for the prize.”  Hear the 

passion, the commitment behind those words. Just imagine what kind of breakthroughs could happen if 

we all adapted this mindset! 

3. Community. Read through the Gospels, and you’ll see that Jesus primarily coaches through a group, 

where everyone is growing and has something to offer. That’s why we came up with coaching circles (it’s 

pretty hard to form a decent circle with just two people). Keep reading to learn how to lead your own 

coaching circle. 

 

Coaching Challenges  
While coaching has so much potential for helping others grow, it’s not easy. Don’t gloss over these realities and 

challenges (we’ve highlighted some of the most common ones below). Be aware of them and be prepared to 

extend much grace—to yourself and those you’re coaching. 

1. Scheduling. Most of us have more things to do than we have time for. So if the people you’re coaching 

cancel on you, strive to take this in stride. Keep persevering, rescheduling, and striving to find a good time 

that will work for both of you. Expand your options by using technology like video chats. 

2. Defensiveness. Do your best to front-load and back-load your coaching sessions with lots of 

encouragement and positive reinforcement. If the people you’re coaching still seem defensive, dial back 

the constructive criticism. Highlight a few major things to improve. Don’t worry about smaller slipups for 

now. 

3. Struggling to Follow Through & Fear of Risks. It can be hard to invest so much time and energy into 

people just to see them fail to follow through or not take advantage of a clear opportunity. Even so, it’s 

worth it! By extending grace to someone—he or she probably feels deeply disappointed too for letting 

you down—you’re being a conduit for God’s love. In those moments of deep disappointment, that’s often 

when the most powerful healing and ministry can happen. The people you’re coaching are likely a lot 
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closer to breakthrough than you or they may realize right then. Pray and have faith that Jesus isn’t going 

to give up on any of you. 

4. Cross-cultural Barriers. You may have the best intentions to be encouraging and supportive. And yet it 

can still feel like the people you’re coaching just aren’t receiving these messages. If that keeps happening, 

take a step back to ask these questions: What cultural barriers exist between the two of you? What do 

you know of this person’s ethnic background? Is he or she more of a direct or indirect communicator? 

What potential power dynamics may be subtly at play? For more help on communicating well across 

cultures, check out our Ministering Across Cultures course. 

 

Coaching Circle Steps 
Community is one of the key traits of coaching. So check out these steps on how to lead coaching circles for several 

people at once. For a biblical example of this, read John 6, where Jesus feeds the 5,000.  

 

1. Prep & Set Up. Think of your ministry and what kinds of needs and opportunities you have, like trying to 

welcome more people into the chapter. Present the need to those you’re coaching as a question, like, 

“How can we increase our fellowship by five more people?” 

2. Role-play. Let others do some brainstorming about how to solve this need. Have them role-play through a 

scenario, like inviting a friend to an outreach event, that will address this need. After they’re done, ask 

them what went well and what didn’t.   

3. Coach. Here’s your chance to build off the ideas and suggestions people made in the previous step. Draw 

upon your ministry knowledge and everything you’ve learned from the Ministry Playbook to help them 

take the next step in their growth.  

4. Debrief. After giving your feedback, have everyone role-play again, putting your advice into action. Take 

time at the end to reflect on what was accomplished and how God’s at work in this moment. Let this fuel 

everyone’s enthusiasm as they go out, ready and eager to meet the need that you originally identified.   

 

 

 

Learn More 

 

Recommended Courses 

• Leading Online Outreach 

• Growing Disciples 
• Ministering Across Cultures  
 

Visit the Ministry Playbook to learn more about leading, planting, and building Kingdom movements on college 

campuses: https://www.theministryplaybook.com/ 
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